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PEUGEOT has always respected the French tradition of high-quality

manufacturing and creativity. More than ever, PEUGEOT is putting

considerable effort into designing stylish vehicles that immerse the

driver in a sensory world where their thrills are heightened beyond

driving. Optimum ergonomics, enhanced connectivity, carefully 

selected materials: not a single detail is left unconsidered in our 

endeavour to offer a more intuitive driving experience.
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FREEDOM REDEFINED.



CREAT ING A  NEW D IMENS ION . A  DARING PROF ILE .

Welcome to a new age of SUVs. Svelte and sturdy, tasteful and technological,

this world is designed to heighten your sensory experience and extend your scope of actions. 

The perfect blend of a 7-seater* SUV with a touring car’s elegance and performance. 

6 7* As standard or optional depending on country
* Starting from the Active version
** Optional or unavailable depending on version 

The modern shape of the new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV impresses at first sight.

The athletic stance of its raised body outline, its large, finely sculpted wheel rims,

its chrome lines, its aluminium bars*, and its Black Diamond roof** stylishly

punctuate a generous build. 



IN  THE  FOOTSTEPS  OF  PERFECT ION .

At the rear, the aerodynamic shape of its angled back screen enhances its athletic build. 

Blazing both night and day, the three claw-marks of the LED lights, incorporated into the bodywork’s black

strip, emphasise the unique style of the new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV. 
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CUT  OUT  FOR THE  UNEXPECTED.

At the front, a lighting signature and slightly curved headlights give the vehicle an intense expression.

The feline character of the new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV is underlined by the finish of its chrome-winged

radiator grille and vertical front-end embellished with wide air intakes. 



NEW PEUGEOT 5008  GT  L INE  SUV

AWE-INSPIRING PRESENCE .
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STYL ING TAKES  PR IDE  OF  PLACE .MAKE  YOUR MARK .

The vehicle’s agility is expressed with style. At the front, its two-tone sanded-chrome radiator grille

edging and chrome checked pattern are flanked by the full LED dynamic lighting signature that comes

as standard. At the rear, the black strip, edged with three claw-marks at each end, displays an assertive

style that adds an athletic touch. The classy Black Diamond roof subtly punctuates the vehicle’s line.

Be seduced by the catlike grace of the new PEUGEOT 5008 GT Line SUV: an athletic outline,

streamlined curves, a stylish design, and high-end attributes from the GT Line label.

A personality that asserts itself at first sight.
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DR IV ING PLEASURE .

High-level performance is in its genes: the new PEUGEOT 5008 GT Line SUV is equipped

with BlueHDi and PureTech engines or the powerful THP* engine for premium efficiency.

EVERYTHING IS  UNDER CONTROL .

The new PEUGEOT 5008 GT Line SUV has been refined in even the finest details: 

18-inch two-tone diamond-cut alloy wheel rims, chrome double-tailpipe, satin-copper GT Line

mongrams, and Perla Nera Black door mirrors as standard. Exceptional finishes for a model of refinement.

* Further information on engines on pages 38-39



NEW PEUGEOT 5008  GT  SUV

ULTIMATE AT TRACTION.



DIST INCT IVE  STYLE ,  D IST INCT IVE  MARK . ASSERT  YOUR PRESENCE .

Enter a new dimension of athleticism and character in the GT spirit.

From its imposing profile to its high-end materials and upmarket finishes,

from its technological innovation to its exclusive engine performance*,

the new PEUGEOT 5008 GT SUV impresses all who encounter it.

At the front end, its captivating full LED headlights stylishly flank the radiator grille

with its finely sculpted checked pattern, edged by the exclusive sanded chrome frame. 

Its chrome door-mirror casing and satin-copper GT monogram bring a sophisticated

touch to its athletic build.

1 8 19* Further information on engines on pages 38-39
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ATHLET IC  IN  THE  F INEST  DETAILS .

Embodying athleticism, the new PEUGEOT 5008 GT SUV offers an exclusive

2.0L BlueHDi 180 S&S* engine connected to the six-speed EAT6 automatic gearbox

for high levels of performance.

ENDLESS  ROADS .

At the rear end, the two chrome tailpipes that flank the bumper and the three-claw LED

headlights ensure that bystanders do not miss the vehicle as it drives past. From the side,

its Black Diamond* roof, wing extenders, 19” tyres*, and Boston two-tone diamond-cut

alloy wheel rims enhance its refined build. 

* Further information on engines on pages 38-39* As standard



HEIGHTENED THRILLS .



ENHANCED DR IV ING EXPER IENCE .

Heightened thrills are guaranteed on board the new, fully high-tech PEUGEOT i-Cockpit®

driving position. Discover an intense, intuitive driving experience, with a compact full-grain

leather* steering wheel with integrated controls and a one-touch electrically controlled

automatic gearbox**.   
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With the customisable digital head-up display and 8” capacitive touchscreen*, follow useful information without taking your eyes off the road. 

Via the Mirror Screen feature**, your smartphone can connect to the touchscreen and recharges automatically*** and wirelessly on the centre console.  

* Starting from the Active version
** Depending on version

* Starting from the Active version
** As standard, optional or unavailable depending on version. Only Android AutoTM, Apple CarPlayTM or MirrorLink® certified applications will work, when the car is stationary or moving, as applicable. When the car 
is moving, some features of applications are disabled. For some types of content that may be used free of charge on your smartphone, you will need to subscribe to an equivalent pay application, certified 
by Android AutoTM, Apple CarPlayTM or MirrorLink®. Mirror Screen works either with Android AutoTM (for Android smartphones), Apple CarPlayTM (for iOS smartphones), or MirrorLink® (for MirrorLink®-compatible
smartphones using Android), provided that the user has a mobile subscription and internet access. For further information, go to your country’s PEUGEOT website
*** As standard, optional or unavailable depending on version - inductive charging for Qi-standard devices

CONNECT IV ITY  AT  YOUR F INGERT IPS .
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SEE  THE  ROAD D IFFERENTLY.

With its expansive glazed surfaces and panoramic sunroof* embellished with guiding

blue lights, enjoy an unrivalled outlook and a pleasant level of brightness on board.  

The premium hi-fi pack from Focal®*, recognised for its unique audio quality, sends out

a pure, sharp sound. 

Comfortably nestled in the multipoint massage seats**, savour the feel of exquisite

materials, such as full-grain leather*** and touches of satin chrome. 

Customise your interior design with Peugeot i-Cockpit® Amplify**: modulate 

the mood-lighting intensity and screen colour, and choose from three scents 

from the integrated fragrance diffuser. 

26
* As standard or optional depending on country
** Optional or unavailable depending on version
*** Starting from the Active version
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Transform your new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV as you wish and make the most of the boot’s large loading volume.

With an especially low loading sill, a boot capacity of up to 780* cubic metres, and passenger seating that folds down to form a table top**

so that items of up to 3.2m in length can be loaded, the new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV offers multiple possibilities.

With the hands-free*** tailgate, you can open the boot by simply swiping your foot under the rear bumper.

UNL IM ITED POSS IB IL IT IES .

* Volume with five-seat configuration (VDA standard)
** Starting from the Allure version (and on the Active version with leather-seating option) 

*** Optional or unavailable depending on version* As standard or optional depending on country

ANOTHER IDEA OF  SCALE .

Share an unforgettable trip. Configure your new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV to make sure your passengers 

are as comfortable as possible. At the rear are three identical, separate, and entirely adjustable seats,

and a third row of two fold-away, retractable seats can be added too.



A TASTE  FOR ADVENTURE .



THE  ESCAPE  ROUTE .

Nimble and easy to handle, the new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV offers all the dynamic

performance and acoustic comfort of a grand tourer. 

Its high-performance engines connected to the latest-generation EAT6

automatic gearbox*, its electrically assisted steering, and its considerably reduced

weight produce exemplary road-holding and exhilarating driving pleasure.

32 * Depending on version
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FREE  RE IGN .

Stay focused on your path ahead by getting rid of distracting restrictions.

From the world of 4x4 vehicles, the new Hill Assist Descent Control feature

in the Advanced Grip Control* pack automatically regulates your speed

and perfectly controls your vehicle as it goes down sharp inclines**. 

WIDENED SCOPE  OF  ACT ION .

Take pleasure in tackling all roads via the Advanced Grip Control* feature 

and its Mud & Snow tyres fitted on exclusively designed 18” alloy wheel rims. 

In a simple turn of the thumbwheel on the centre console, the grip of your

new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV quickly adjusts to difficult conditions.

* Optional or unavailable depending on version
** The feature is activated as soon as the vehicle’s speed drops below 30 km/h on inclines of at least 5% * Optional or unavailable depending on version
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FULLY  H IGH-TECH SAFETY.

As standard, the new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV offers first-class safety features including

a body structure optimised to absorb impact, up to six airbags, ABS, and ESP.  

And to help you foresee the route, a multi-purpose camera at the top of the windscreen*,

twelve ultrasound sensors*, a radar*, and two 180° video cameras accompany you on your drive.

WHAT L IES  AHEAD.  

Let latest-generation driving-assistance features support you. Assistance includes speed-limit sign recognition with recommendations*,

Active Safety Brake with warnings of collision risk (Distance Alert)*, lane-departure warning*, active blind-spot monitoring*,

driver-attention alert*, and adaptive cruise control with Stop feature*.   

Lastly, for urban driving with peace-of-mind, make the most of the manoeuvring and parking assistance systems.  

* As standard, optional or unavailable depending on version* As standard, optional or unavailable depending on version and country



PureTech  &  THP.

The three-cylinder PureTech Euro6* petrol engines on the new SUV PEUGEOT 5008 are lighter and smaller for greater efficiency. They ensure

uniquely enhanced driving pleasure and high levels of performance without any compromise in reliability and sturdiness. The 1.2L PureTech

130 S&S engine was named Engine of the Year 2016 in its category. It can be connected to the new EAT6 automatic gearbox.

The powerful engines 1.6 L THP 150 and 165 hp Euro5*, exclusively associated with the EAT6 gearbox,

are also available on the new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV.

*As standard, optional or unavailable depending on version and country 39

HDi  &  B lueHD i .

The Diesel HDi Euro5* and BlueHDi Euro6* engines on the new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV combine high-level performance

and limited emissions. These engines with additive particulate filters reduce fuel consumption by limiting  CO2 emissions

and eliminating 99.9% of fine particulates. The BlueHDi Euro6 engines offer Selective Catalytic Reduction technology

that reduces nitrogen oxides by up to 90%.  

* As standard, optional or unavailable depending on version and country38

1,6  L BlueHDi 120 S&S                       

Gearbox                                                                  6-speed manual/EAT6

Maximum torque                                                   300 Nm  from1,750 rpm

Torque available (rpm)                                         from 1,750 to 3,750

1,2 L PureTech 130 S&S                         

Gearbox                                                                  6-speed manual/EAT6

Maximum torque                                                   230 Nm  from1,750 rpm

Torque available (rpm)                                        from 1,750 to 5,500

EAT6 : 6-speed automatic gearbox enabling faster gear changes while
ensuringexcellent fluidity and ease-of-use.
S&S : stop and start.

EAT6 : 6-speed automatic gearbox enabling faster gear changes while
ensuringexcellent fluidity and ease-of-use.
S&S : stop and start.
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CHOOSE YOUR STYLE.

Create the inviting, stylish atmosphere that

corresponds to you, with our selection

of leather and fabric interior trim(1).

1. Claudia Mistral leather*
2. Meco upholstery*
3. Plastic-coated fabric and Piedimonte upholstery*
4. Plastic-coated fabric and Evron upholstery*
5. Plastic-coated fabric and Imila upholstery**
6. Plastic-coated fabric, Alcantara®, and copper topstitching***
7. Nappa Mistral leather and copper topstitching****

1

* As standard, optional or unavailable depending on version and country
** As standard on the GT Line version depending on country
*** As standard on the GT version depending on country
**** As standard or optional on the GT Line and GT versions according to country
(1) Leather and other materials: for leather details, refer to the technical characteristics available 

at points-of-sale or on your country’s PEUGEOT website.
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SET  THE  TONE .

A wide range of colours are available for you

to express your true self.

Choose the one that suits your taste 

ULT IMATE  F IN ISHES .

Embellish your wheels with one of the painted

or two-tone diamond-cut 17”, 18” or 19” hubcap

or wheel rim models. 

Arctic White* Pearlescent White**

Crystal Emerald** Pyrite Beige ***Bourrasque Blue**

Artense Grey** Amazonite Grey**

Perla Nera Black**

(1) As standard, optional or unavailable depending on version and country
(2) Optional (if Advanced Grip Control option) or unavailable depending on version and country
(3) As standard on the 5008 GT depending on country
(5) Optional on the 5008 GT depending on country

* As standard 
** Optional
*** Unavailable on the GT and GT Line versions. Optional

on the other versions

Platinum Grey**

18" DETROIT two-tone
diamond-cut alloy wheel rim(1)

18" LOS ANGELES two-tone
diamond-cut alloy wheel rim(2)

19" WASHINGTON two-tone
diamond-cut alloy wheel rim(1)

19” BOSTON two-tone
diamond-cut alloy wheel rim(3)

19” New York two-tone
diamond-cut alloy wheel rim(4)

17" CHICAGO
alloy wheel rim(1)

17” Steel wheel rim
with MIAMI hubcap (1)


